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A Task-based Taxonomy of
Cognitive Biases for Information Visualization

Evanthia Dimara, Steven Franconeri, Catherine Plaisant, Anastasia Bezerianos, and Pierre Dragicevic

Abstract—Information visualization designers strive to design data displays that allow for efficient exploration, analysis, and
communication of patterns in data, leading to informed decisions. Unfortunately, human judgment and decision making are imperfect
and often plagued by cognitive biases. There is limited empirical research documenting how these biases affect visual data analysis
activities. Existing taxonomies are organized by cognitive theories that are hard to associate with visualization tasks. Based on a
survey of the literature we propose a task-based taxonomy of 154 cognitive biases organized in 7 main categories. We hope the
taxonomy will help visualization researchers relate their design to the corresponding possible biases, and lead to new research that
detects and addresses biased judgment and decision making in data visualization.

Index Terms—cognitive bias, visualization, taxonomy, classification, decision making.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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Fig. 1: Overview of 154 cognitive biases organized by exper-
imental task. Dots represent the different cognitive biases.

V ISUALIZATION designers must consider three kinds
of limitations: those of computers, of displays, and

of humans [1]. For humans, the designer must consider
the limitations of human vision along with the limitations
of human reasoning. We focus on the latter, highlighting
pitfalls of human judgment and decision making.

Our judgments and decisions routinely rely on approxi-
mations, heuristics, and rules of thumb, even when we are
not consciously aware of these strategies. The imperfections
of these strategies manifest themselves as cognitive biases
[2]. While visualization tools are meant to support judg-
ments and decisions, little is known about how cognitive
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biases affect how people use these tools. To understand how
visualizations can support judgment and decision making,
we first need to understand how the limitations of human
reasoning can affect visual data analysis.

Within the information visualization community, there
has been a growing interest in decision making [3], [4] and
cognitive biases [5], [6], [7]. The IEEE VIS conference has
held two workshops [8] on cognitive biases in information
visualization. Other papers have acknowledged the impor-
tance of studying cognitive biases in visual data analysis [5],
[9], [10]. Despite this growing interest, empirical work re-
mains limited. Most evaluations of visualizations do not in-
clude decision tasks [4], and those that do typically assume
that human decision making is a rational process. Further-
more, studies that either confirm or disprove the existence
of a particular cognitive bias in information visualization
are rare [6]. Meanwhile, most experimental tasks studied in
the cognitive bias research use textual representations, and
the information given consists of very small datasets - or no
data at all. Therefore, the interplay between cognitive biases
and visual data analysis remains largely unexplored.

We aim to help bridge the gap between cognitive psy-
chology and visualization research by providing a broad
review of cognitive biases, targeted to information visu-
alization researchers. We define a taxonomy of cognitive
biases classified by user task, instead of by proposals for
psychological explanations of why biases occur. The goal
of the paper is to lay out the problem space, facilitate
hypothesis generation, and guide future studies that will
ultimately help visualization designers anticipate – and
possibly alleviate – limitations in human judgment.

The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 provides
background information with definitions and related work.
Section 3 describes the process we followed to generate
the taxonomy. Section 4 reviews each category of bias,
discuss related work in visualization, and highlights poten-
tial research opportunities. Finally, limitations are discussed
before the conclusion section.
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2 BACKGROUND

We first describe what cognitive biases are and why they are
challenging to study. We then review existing taxonomies
of cognitive biases and their limitations. More detailed de-
scriptions and references for individual biases are included
in the next section where we describe our taxonomy.

2.1 What is a cognitive bias?
Normative models of judgment and decision making as-
sume that people follow axioms of rationality, have a fixed
set of preferences, and make decisions that maximize their
benefit. Expected utility theory, introduced by John Von
Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in 1947, is one classic
example [11]. This theory laid down a set of normative rules,
which were later extended [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Any
decision that violated these rules was considered irrational.

In contrast, evidence for systematic violations of such
rules were identified by Kahneman and Tversky [2], [17],
and named “cognitive biases”. For example, in an exper-
iment where people were asked to choose a program to
combat an unusual disease, the program framed as having
a “33% chance of saving a life” was preferred over the
program described as having a “66% chance of death” –
despite the two programs being the same [18]. This bias
was named the framing effect. Another well-known example
is the confirmation bias, according to which people seek and
favor information that confirms their beliefs [19].

Pohl [20] defines a cognitive bias as a cognitive phe-
nomenon which:

1) reliably deviates from reality,
2) occurs systematically,
3) occurs involuntarily,
4) is difficult or impossible to avoid, and
5) appears rather distinct from the normal course of

information processing.

Thus, a cognitive bias is a cognitive phenomenon which
involves a deviation from reality that is predictable and
relatively consistent across people. A person who is subject
to a cognitive bias is unaware of it, and believes that their
decision, judgment, or memory is unbiased. Biases often
persist even when people are informed and trained on how
to overcome them [21], [22]. The last criterion from Pohl fur-
ther contrasts cognitive biases with more mundane forms of
human error such as misunderstanding or misremembering:
cognitive biases differ from regular thought processes and
as such, they “stick out” and “pique our curiosity” [20].

2.2 Difficulties with the cognitive bias concept
A major difficulty with the concept of cognitive bias lies in
deciding what constitutes a deviation from “reality”. This
stands in contrast with the study of perceptual biases. In
a visual illusion, reality is physically defined, and one can
show that perception objectively diverges from that reality.
However, for cognitive biases, reality is often difficult to
operationalize. Reality is typically defined based on norma-
tive models of judgment and of decision making, but such
models are not universally accepted and new normative
models can emerge in the future, thereby changing what
constitutes “reality”. Furthermore, the quality of a decision

or a judgment is difficult to assess without full information
about the cost of ’incorrect’ decisions, compared to the costs
of following normative principles [23]. Thus, the concept
of cognitive bias has fueled long controversies within the
field of decision making. While some researchers maintain
that cognitive biases are real and have important implica-
tions [24], others argue that cognitive heuristics that yield er-
rors in experimental settings can actually be effective strate-
gies for solving complex problems in the real world [25].

The answer likely lies in-between: in many cases, heuris-
tics and rules of thumb can simplify complex problems and
yield effective decisions, given that humans have limited
time and cognitive resources. Yet we know that heuristics
do not consistently lead to optimal decisions [2]. Some
heuristics can routinely lead to decisions that deviate from
optimality in a systematic and predictable fashion, possibly
with real-life consequences. Thus, despite the difficulties in
defining and studying them, cognitive biases are important
and visualization researchers need to be aware of them.

2.3 Taxonomies of cognitive biases

We review existing taxonomies from different domains (psy-
chology, decision systems, intelligence analysis, visualiza-
tion). We found that the majority of existing taxonomies
are explanatory: they organize biases according to why they
occur, by considering cognitive mechanisms and explana-
tory theories. In contrast, our taxonomy is task-based. It
organizes biases based on the experimental tasks they have
been observed in, in order to help visualization researchers
identify biases that may affect visualization tasks.

2.3.1 Explanatory taxonomies

Tversky and Kahneman classify biases according to which
strategy (heuristic) is hypothesized that people follow to
make a decision or judgment [17]. For example, some biases
are classified as outcomes of the “representative heuristic”
where people estimate probabilities by the degree to which
one event is similar to another event. Imagine we are given
a salient description of an imaginary person named Linda
with adjectives such as “bright”, “outspoken”, “deeply
concerned with discrimination issues and social justice”. If
asked to chose the most likely alternative between “Linda is
a bank teller” or “Linda is a bank teller and is active in the
feminist movement”, people tend to choose the second even
though the conjunction of the two events cannot be more
likely (in terms of probabilities) than either event alone [23].
Another class of biases includes the ones that are considered
as outcomes of the “availability heuristic”, in which people
estimate an event as frequent or imaginable if they can recall
it more easily in their minds, neglecting to apply a rational
probability rule [17]. For example, hearing news about a
plane crash may temporarily alter people’s feelings on flight
safety [26]. Similarly, Baron [27] classifies 53 cognitive biases
based on both the normative models they violate (e.g., Bayes
theorem, regression to the mean) and their explanations
(e.g., availability). This strategy-based classification raised
several criticisms by Gigerenzer [20], who considers these
strategies to be conceptually vague, imprecise and difficult
to falsify, while other scientists give alternative explanations
for why most of these biases occur [20]. In contrast, our
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taxonomy groups both these biases under the class ”Estima-
tion”, to indicate they occurred in experimental tasks where
decision makers attempt to estimate probability outcomes.

Other taxonomies from the psychology literature (e.g.,
[28], [29]) also consider possible cognitive mechanisms that
may lead to bias. One common approach is to consider
the dual-process model of human reasoning [30], assigning
biases either to system 1 of the model (heuristic/intuitive
reasoning) or to system 2 (analytic/reflective reasoning).
Padilla et al. [31] expanded the dual-process model for
visualizations, emphasizing that the system 1 may result in
faulty decision making, if salient aspects of the encodings
focus on non-critical information. While these groupings
explain when biases can occur in the reasoning process,
in contrast to our taxonomy they do not explicitly group
biases based on the tasks involved. Moreover, recent work
indicates that the relation between the two systems in the
dual-process model, and the heuristics (strategies) discussed
by Tversky and Kahneman [17], is not so clear-cut [32], [33].

These taxonomies that focus on the mechanisms behind
the origin of biases (e.g., heuristics) are often not exhaustive
when it comes to including all biases, but rather give exam-
ples of biases originating from specific reasoning processes.

2.3.2 Taxonomies considering tasks

Classifications developed in the domain of decision-support
information systems also tend to be mostly explanatory, but
some consider high-level tasks when grouping biases. In
1986, Remus and Kottemann [34] divided about 20 biases
into two categories, data presentation and information pro-
cessing (a high-level task of when biases occur) and later
subdivided these categories based on the reasons why these
biases occur (e.g., use of a certain heuristic, not understand-
ing statistics, etc.). Similarly, Arnott in 2006 [35] considered
the nature of the cognitive bias and classified 37 cognitive
biases into categories, examples of which are: situation, for
biases related to how a person responds to the general
decision situation, or confidence, for biases that are believed
to occur in order to increase the confidence of a person.
Arnott [35] did not group biases by task, but he did map
each bias category with components of a decision-support
system schema, e.g., data acquisition, processing, or output.
These components can be seen as high-level tasks.

Both of these taxonomies associate biases with complex
data processing, though these associations are not sup-
ported by strong empirical evidence. Most of the biases have
been only verified with small puzzles using static textual
representations and not in the context of using a decision-
support computer system dealing with data.

While not proposing a cognitive bias taxonomy per se,
Heuer [36] discusses biases which are likely to affect high-
level tasks of intelligence analysis, e.g., hindsight bias in the
evaluation of reports.

More recently in psychology, Pohl [20] classified cog-
nitive biases into “memory”, “thinking”, and “judgment”
biases. The memory class involves systematic errors in recall-
ing or recognizing events [20]. The thinking class involves
systematic errors in applying a certain rule (e.g., Bayes’ the-
orem, hypothesis testing, syllogistic reasoning) [20]. These
rules come from several norms, e.g., probability theory,

expected utility, or the falsification principle, which deter-
mine the actions that deviate from “reality”. The judgment
class involves systematic errors when subjectively rating
a stimulus (e.g., pleasantness, frequency, or veracity) [20].
In judgment biases, people can be affected by feelings of
familiarity or confidence. As Pohl [20] himself mentions, this
taxonomy has several limitations. Most biases in judgment
and thinking also involve memory processes such as en-
coding, storage, and retrieval [20]. Also, when the material
to memorize is outside of the laboratory, memory and
subjective judgment biases cannot be distinguished because
a faulty recall can be the reason for a faulty judgment (or
not) [20]. Judgment and thinking classes also often overlap,
e.g., people may not know that they are supposed to apply a
Bayesian rule to estimate a probability and instead perform
a subjective judgment of frequency. Our taxonomy goes
beyond this grouping, considering a larger number of tasks
to provide a more detailed classification of when biases
occur.

In summary, while high-level tasks have been used to
name a few categories in existing taxonomies, not all biases
were grouped by task. Our taxonomy provides a grouping
based on the lower level tasks where these biases have been
observed and measured.

2.3.3 Reviews of biases in visualization
We found no comprehensive review of cognitive biases in
the visualization literature. Some studies have begun to or-
ganize biases relevant to specific aspects of visual analysis.
Zuk and Carpendale [9] categorize biases and heuristics
relevant to uncertainty, discussing how improved design
could mitigate them. For example, when making decisions
individuals may be unable to retrieve from memory all
relevant instances to a problem (availability bias) and rely
on recent information (recency effect), but a visualization
can display all instances [9]. Nevertheless, the focus is not
on grouping all known biases based on the tasks where
they have been observed, but rather on a subset of biases
related to uncertainty in reasoning, grouped by how we
could mitigate them using visual analysis. Ellis and Dix [10]
briefly discuss seven biases that could affect visual analysis
(such as anchoring and availability biases) and emphasize the
lack of studies investigating whether or not visualizations
elicit cognitive biases.

2.3.4 Need for a new taxonomy
The majority of existing bias classifications are explanatory
(Sec. 2.3.1) based on generic explanations of their nature,
such as why the bias occurs or which heuristic people use
when it appears. This evolving body of work indicates that
there is still no agreement among scientists about the cause
of cognitive biases, as observed by Pohl [20]. Moreover, in
some cases the association prepossessed between biases and
complex data processing is not always strongly supported
[34], [35], or is fairly high-level [20]. While understanding
the nature and provenance of biases is important, we take a
more practical approach. Based on papers that have experi-
mentally studied the biases, we classify them based on the
tasks they have observed and measured in.

Finally, most classifications include only a small subset
of biases, usually 10-40, whereas a collaboratively-edited
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Wikipedia page lists 176 known cognitive biases [37] as of
today. Some classifications only gave examples [34], others
listed a small sample of these biases [35]. One reason behind
this limitation may be that not all biases are as relevant to all
scientific domains. For example, the in-group favoritism bias,
where people tend to make judgments that favor their own
group, is more important in social psychology. The attraction
effect, where people’s choices are affected by inferior alterna-
tives, is primarily studied in marketing research. Therefore,
most taxonomies tend to account for the biases that are
established in the respective domain of the authors. Another
explanation, especially for explanatory taxonomies, could
be that the objective of the taxonomy is to offer an abstract,
unified theory that explains multiple biases (giving a few
examples), rather than to organize and extensively review
all biases covered in previous works. Data visualization can
be used in a variety of domains, so researchers need to be
aware of a larger set of biases.

3 METHODOLOGY

After a standard bibliographic search we gathered an initial
list of biases. The second step was to search for the most
representative paper that empirically tested each of the
biases in our list. Third, we categorized the cognitive biases,
using a bottom-up grouping method similar to card sorting.
The categories and their labels were refined iteratively in
an attempt to make them more useful to visualization re-
searchers. We categorised all biases and reviewed each one
from a visualization perspective by: 1) searching for existing
relevant visualization work, if any (reported in Table 2);
and 2) brainstorming future opportunities for visualization
research (reported in their respective category description).

The new cognitive bias taxonomy proposed in this paper
is organized by the tasks users are performing when the
bias is observed. For example, estimating the likelihood of
a heart attack or breast cancer is considered an estimation
task. Choosing between different health insurance policies
is a decision task. The causes for the bias may have been
studied (e.g., false probability estimations may lead to a bad
insurance choice), but this is ignored in our classification of
the biases. Our taxonomy focuses on the tasks where biases
occur, instead of why they occur - as previously done.

3.1 Initial list of biases
We decided to start with the list of cognitive biases (and
their synonym names) we had found on the Wikipedia page
”List of Cognitive Biases” [38] - retrieved on 20 November
2017. With a total of 176 cognitive biases it was by far the
longest list of biases we could find. We refer to this page
as the Wikipedia list page. Each entry of this list points to
a separate individual Wikipedia page describing the bias.
Later on, a few missing biases were added (see below).
Although Wikipedia was the largest list of biases we found,
it is not curated by researchers. Therefore, the next section
describes our method to verify which of these cognitive
biases are detected through reliable experimental protocols.

3.2 Selection of sources
Because of the large number of biases, we kept only one
representative paper per bias in order to keep the number

of references manageable. For each of the 176 biases, we
used the following process:

Step 1: We searched whether the bias has been men-
tioned in InfoVis literature by typing the search term “bias
name” + “information visualization” in Google Scholar. We
collected all InfoVis papers mentioning the bias (See Table 2,
column ”Relevance to InfoVis”). In the visualization papers
mentioning a bias, we collected the source reference used to
describe the bias and determined if it was an eligible source
(see below). We kept only one source paper.

Step 2: When we could not find an InfoVis paper men-
tioning the bias, or if these papers did not cite an eligible
source, we searched for eligible sources in the Wikipedia list
page, or in the individual Wikipedia page. If we did not find
an eligible source in Wikipedia, we searched for a source
by typing the search term “bias name” + “experiment”
in Google Scholar. We only considered the first page of
results and examined the papers by decreasing order of
citations. We picked the first eligible paper. If no eligible
paper was found, we repeated the process using a synonym
for the cognitive bias. Synonyms had been collected on the
Wikipedia pages and in academic sources (see Table 3).

Step 3: When no source could be found at all, the bias
was removed from the list. This occurred for 21 of the biases
on the Wikipedia list.

Source eligibility: A source was considered eligible if:

1) It was a peer-reviewed paper.
2) We were able to access the document.
3) AND the paper either:

a) reported on a human subject study testing
for the existence of the bias (we did full-
text searches for the terms ”experiment” and
”study”), or

b) cited another paper reporting on such study,
and described the paper’s experimental task
in detail.

Method 3.b was used when the original paper was too
old for the document to be accessible, or when a peer-
reviewed survey existed that described experimental tasks
in enough detail. In general, we favored literature-reviews
as references when they provided a good overview of the
different studies conducted on a particular cognitive bias.
We applied the accessibility rule (2) only to help us select
one source over another - no bias was eliminated because of
this rule. The reliability of the experiment (e.g., experiment
design, validity of statistical methods, effect size, etc.) was
not examined.

3.3 Final list of biases
At the end of the source selection process we were left with
151 cognitive biases out of the 176 in the initial list. The
Wikipedia list contained 13 duplicates biases, that either
pointed to the same individual Wikipedia pages, or had
different individual Wikipedia page but with the same refer-
enced work. We also added 3 additional cognitive biases we
had found in literature: the ballot names bias (a bias identified
in InfoVis [39] but which was not given a specific name); the
phantom effect [40]; and the compromise effect [41] - which
were mentioned in the attraction effect literature but not
listed in the Wikipedia page.
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Two biases on the list were included even though they
blur the line between a cognitive bias and a perceptual
illusion. The Weber-Fechner law occurs when differences
between quantities seem smaller (as absolute values) when
the baseline quantity increases [42]. We retained this bias
because it has cognitive analogues – a fifty dollar upgrade
offer does not seem expensive when buying a 20,000 dollar
car, but seems large when buying a 300 dollar phone. We
also kept Pareidolia, the propensity to see faces where none
exist (within clouds, or on toasted bread). It is a perceptual
bias, but analogous to cognitive biases such as the confirma-
tion bias, as both show the existence of a heavily weighted
prior probability toward a particular state of the world.

To non experts, some of the biases in the table may
appear similar to each other, but we kept them separated in
cases where bias researchers considered them as different. In
addition, if two biases are known under different names and
reported in different research papers, we kept both biases,
even if they appeared to be similar.

3.4 Establishing categories

To produce a task-based taxonomy we first had to identify
the type of task used in the study of the bias. We then used
open card-sorting analysis to generate categories [43].

Task Identification: We went back to the original exper-
iment protocol described in the representative paper and
identified the task participants had performed when the
bias was measured. Our assumption was that tasks should
have many similarities across biases and that the number of
tasks would be of manageable size. After identifying the
experiment task used in the study, we proposed a short
label to describe the task. When appropriate we reused
previously assigned labels if they adequately described the
task. If not, we proposed a new short label for the task.
One coder performed the initial labeling of all tasks, then
another two coders reviewed and proposed revisions to the
labels until all three coders were satisfied.

Task Grouping: Similar tasks/labels were then grouped
in seven categories, to form the tasks in our taxonomy. An
initial grouping and task group names were proposed by a
single person, and iteratively revised by four others (the co-
authors). Tasks that could not be assigned to large groupings
were placed under the category ”Other”.

The task-categories are (with the color used in Figure 1):
1) ESTIMATION
2) DECISION
3) HYPOTHESIS ASSESSMENT
4) CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION
5) RECALL
6) OPINION REPORTING
7) OTHER

These categories were created by the open card-sorting
method described above, relying on only the papers from
the bias literature. To avoid constraining these categories
to the context of data visualization, we purposely did not
base these categories on the numerous task taxonomies (e.g.,
[44], [45]) that have been proposed in the data visualization
literature. We contrast our resulting taxonomy with these
alternatives within the ’Visualization Research’ subsection
for each bias, and more globally in Section 5.2.

Because each category includes a fairly large number
of biases, we added subcategories. Since there was not a
clear set of subtasks to use for these set of subcategories,
we instead chose a set of sub-categories (which we call
flavors) that reflect other types of similarities among biases.
We do not view these flavors as a primary contribution of
this work, because they were developed in an intuitive way,
instead of a more rigorous division into tasks, which can
be traced directly to a user study protocol. We hope that the
flavors will help readers see connections between the biases,
both within and between categories.

The flavors we identified are:
1) Association, where cognition is biased by
associative connections between information items
2) Baseline, where cognition is biased by
a comparison with (what is perceived as) a baseline
3) Inertia, where cognition is biased by
the prospect of changing the current state
4) Outcome, where cognition is biased by
how well something fits an expected or desired outcome
5) Self perspective, where cognition is biased by
a self-oriented view point.

Figure 2 illustrates how the task categories are distributed
among flavors. In the next section we will describe the
taxonomy table, and then discuss each category in detail.

4 TASK-BASED TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE BIASES

The complete taxonomy is summarized in Table 2. The first
column shows the task category color of the bias. The col-
umn Flavor tries to capture the general phenomenon behind
the bias. The column Cognitive bias shows the name of each
bias (synonym names for some biases can be found in Table
3). The column Ref shows the selected representative paper
in which the bias was experimentally detected. The column
Relevance to InfoVis shows how the bias has been studied
in visualization research. The last column provides a very
short description of the bias.

In order to reveal the scarcity of research about cognitive
bias in visualization we color-coded the InfoVis column:
various shades of red indicate that the bias has been em-
pirically studied. Black indicates that the bias has been
discussed in a visualization paper but not yet studied.
Shades of gray represent our estimate on how relevant the
bias may be for visualization research (dark gray for biases
more likely to be important, light gray for those less likely).
This is a subjective rating only meant to help the reader get
started when using the table.

We will now review each category by providing ex-
amples of tasks, describing a subset of the biases using
examples from psychology research, discuss related work in
visualization, and highlight potential research opportunities
for visualization research.

4.1 Biases in estimation tasks

In estimation tasks, people are asked to assess the value of a
quantity. For example, in real-life decision making tasks, a
person may need to estimate the likelihood of theft to decide
whether or not to insure their car, or to estimate their future
retirement needs in order to choose a retirement plan.
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The ESTIMATION category includes all systematic
biases that have been experimentally observed when partic-
ipants were asked to make an estimation. We identified 33
estimation biases, listed in Table 2.

4.1.1 Psychology research
In cognitive bias research, many estimation tasks require
assessing the likelihood that an event will occur in a hypo-
thetical situation or in the future (that is, prediction tasks).
Thus, much of our discussion in this section focuses on
probability estimation tasks.

Several psychology experiments involve a probability
estimation task where the correct answer can be derived by
calculation (e.g., by applying Bayes’ theorem). Systematic
deviations from the true answer are taken to be suggestive
of a cognitive bias. For example, research on the base rate
fallacy suggests that people can grossly overestimate the
likelihood of an event (e.g., having breast cancer after a
positive mammography) because they tend to focus on
the specific event instance while ignoring probabilities that
apply to the general population (e.g., the number of women
with breast cancer) [46]. Probability estimation tasks with a
well-defined ground truth have helped uncover other cogni-
tive biases such as the conjunction fallacy [47], where people
believe that specific events are more probable than general
ones. Moreover, according to studies on the conservatism bias,
people typically do not sufficiently revise their probability
estimations in the light of new information [48], [49], [50].

Some experiments involve probability estimation tasks
without ground truth. Here, responses are not evaluated
based on how much they agree with a true answer, but on
how consistent they are with basic normative principles of
rationality. For example, according to experiments on the
optimism bias, when people are asked to make predictions
about future events (e.g., finding a dream job, getting di-
vorced, or getting lung cancer), they tend to make more
optimistic predictions for themselves than for others [51].

A number of experiments use estimation tasks that do
not involve explicit probabilities, but have a probabilistic
component. Frequency estimation is such an example. As
an example of bias, people tend to think that words starting
with the letter “R” are more frequent than words having the
letter “R” in third position [52]. This is thought to occur
because people employ the availability heuristic, whereby
words starting with “R” are easier to retrieve from memory
and, therefore, are perceived to be more frequent [52]. Time
prediction is another example of a “quasi-probabilistic” esti-
mation task, since estimating the time or duration of a future
event is related to estimating the probability that the event
will fall before or after a certain moment in time. Several
studies have been conducted where participants were asked
to predict the time it will take them to complete a task
(e.g., an academic project or an assignment), and where
predictions were compared with actual outcomes [53]. These
studies consistently show that people tend to be overly
optimistic in their predictions irrespective of their past
experience, a bias called the planning fallacy [53].

Finally, some experiments involve clearly non-
probabilistic estimation tasks, such as estimating country
populations. In most studies, responses are again not
evaluated based on a ground truth, but based on how

consistent they are with basic principles of rationality. For
example, Tversky and Kahneman asked participants to
spin a fortune wheel, and then to estimate the number
of African countries in the UN [17]. People’s responses
tended to be close to the number the fortune wheel landed
on [17]. Since this number bears no relationship with the
question, its influence on the answers is strongly suggestive
of irrationality. That tendency for people’s quantitative
estimations to be biased toward a value they were initially
exposed to is named the anchoring effect [17]. On the other
hand, Goldstein and Gigerenzer [54] showed that when
students are asked to compare cities by their population,
they perform better with cities that are not from their home
country thanks to their use of the recognition heuristic (i.e.,
if I never heard of a city, then it must be small) [54]. This
experiment should serve as a warning that heuristics do
not necessarily lead to cognitive biases, and can sometimes
even yield more accurate judgments.

Other examples of non-probabilistic estimation tasks are
experiments in which participants have to estimate their
performance after solving a given problem. Most often
participants exhibit overconfidence, i.e., their self-rating is
higher than their accuracy [55]. In a smaller number of bi-
ases, people exhibit low confidence. Confidence can change
according to the difficulty of the task (overconfidence for
hard tasks, conservatism for easy ones [56]), or the expertise
of the participant (overconfidence in non-specialists, conser-
vatism in experts [57]).

4.1.2 Visualization research

Although estimation tasks are not explicitly listed in visual-
ization task taxonomies, they are omnipresent in visual data
analysis. An analytic task may involve estimation whenever
an exact answer is not possible or is not required.

In information visualization, there has been very little
research on estimation biases that occur at the cognitive
level (as opposed to the perceptual level), with the notable
exception of research on Bayesian reasoning [58], [59], [60],
[61]. Researchers have studied whether visualizations such
as Euler diagrams and frequency grids can reduce the base
rate fallacy [59], [60]. Even though the studies did not observe
a systematic bias, people were often highly inaccurate in
their responses, and visualizations did not seem to provide
clear benefits [59], [60]. Micaleff et al. [59] conjectured that
many participants may have ignored the visualizations and
attempted calculations using the numbers provided in the
textual narrative (also shown in the visualization condition).
Their last experiment indeed suggests that visualizations
can have a facilitating effect if numerals are not provided
in the text, leading the authors to conclude that presen-
tation formats that encourage approximate estimation and
discourage precise calculation need to be further investi-
gated [59].

Several other information visualization studies have ex-
amined biases in probability and frequency estimation tasks
(e.g., [62], [63]), but the biases that were investigated were
perceptual rather than cognitive.

Two recent studies have examined the impact of the an-
choring effect in an information visualization context. Valdez
et al. [64] gave participants a series of class separability tasks
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on scatterplots, and found that their responses were influ-
enced by the first scatterplot shown. Similarly, Cho et al. [7]
asked participants to explore a real Twitter dataset using
a visual analytic system, and found that their responses
to a quantitative estimation question were influenced by
the presence of an anchor. While Cho et al. only found an
effect when the anchor was presented as a numeral, user
log analyses suggested that visualization anchors can affect
participants’ analytic process.

Xiong et al. [65] provided preliminary but compelling
evidence for the existence of a curse of knowledge bias in
visualization communication, using an estimation task. The
curse of knowledge refers to people’s tendency to overes-
timate how much they share their knowledge or expertise
with other people [66] Xiong et al. [65] showed that partic-
ipants who are exposed to a text narrative before seeing a
visualization find the patterns related to the text narrative
more salient. Crucially, participants tended to predict that
the same patterns would be salient to viewers who were not
exposed to the textual narrative.

In addition to empirical work, the information vi-
sualization literature has produced position papers that
discuss how visualization designs might alleviate (rather
than cause) estimation biases. For example, Dragicevic and
Jansen [67] list four possible strategies to alleviate the plan-
ning fallacy using visualizations and data management tools,
while Dimara et al. [26] suggest three ways visualization
could be used to alleviate the availability bias. However,
no tool has been developed and no experiment has been
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of these strategies.

Although self-reported confidence is a common metric in
information visualization evaluation [68], it can be subject
to biases [56], [57]. Findings from cognitive bias research
suggest that confidence metrics need to be calibrated [69]
and put in context with task accuracy. Even if confidence
judgments can be compatible with normative statistical
principles [70], they can be easily influenced by context.
Previous visualization research suggests that indirect con-
fidence assessment (e.g., “How likely are you to change
your choice if a recommendation system gives you another
suggestion?”) may be more reliable than direct confidence
ratings (e.g., “How confident are you in your choice?”)
[4]. However, to our knowledge, no previous visualization
study examined biases related to performance estimation.

There is too little empirical data available at this point
to provide strong guidelines for practitioners. One possible
recommendation is that visualizations should be designed
to minimize the number of estimations needed to derive
answers to questions. One way of achieving this is by cal-
culating and visually presenting relevant summary values
to the user. However, it is typically impossible for the de-
signer to anticipate all questions a user may have about the
data. When users are likely to derive answers to unantici-
pated questions by combining several pieces of information,
preliminary work on Bayesian estimation problems [59]
suggests that showing numbers next to (or on top of)
visualizations can be counterproductive. The reason is that
numbers prompt users to calculate, and miscalculations can
yield errors much greater than imperfect approximations.
Unless precise values are needed, it is advised to encode all

quantitative values visually.

4.2 Biases in decision tasks
By decision task, we refer to any task involving the selection
of one over several alternative options. Psychology experi-
ments using such tasks are called choice studies. Study partic-
ipants in these studies are “required to exhibit a preference for
one of the several stimuli or make a different prescribed response
to each of them” [71]. For example, people can choose a car to
purchase or a university to apply to.

The DECISION category includes all systematic bi-
ases that have been experimentally observed when partici-
pants are asked to make a decision. We identified 33 decision
biases, listed in Table 2.

4.2.1 Psychology research
Some decision biases occur when people are dealing with
uncertainty. For example, in ambiguity effect people tend to
avoid decisions associated with ambiguous outcomes [72];
or in the zero-risk bias, if the set of choices contains an alter-
native that eliminates risk completely they tend to stick to it
even if it is not the optimal decision [73]. People also often
show different preferences based on whether the problem
is a gain (e.g., allowances) or a loss (e.g., prohibitions) [74],
known as loss aversion, or if it is simply framed as a gain or
a loss, known as framing effect [18].

Nevertheless, not all decision biases are related to uncer-
tain outcomes or framing. When people choose one alterna-
tive over the other, they are often unconsciously influenced
by factors irrelevant to the decision to be made. In most
situations, decision makers do not evaluate alternatives in
isolation, but within the context in which the alternatives
occur [23]. One well-studied example is the attraction effect,
where one’s decision between two alternatives is influenced
by the presence of irrelevant (inferior) alternatives [75].

In some biases such as the less is better effect people’s deci-
sions are affected by whether the alternatives are presented
separately or juxtaposed [76], or by whether the alternatives
are presented among more extreme ones (compromise effect)
[41], unavailable ones (phantom effect) [40], or more familiar
alternatives (mere-exposure effect) [77].

Other cognitive biases refer to people who appear more
attracted to alternatives for which they can receive an
immediate reward such as the hyperbolic discounting [78],
or for which they had previously invested self-effort, such
as the IKEA effect [79]. Examples also include attraction to
alternatives which people owned in the past [80] (endowment
effect), or avoiding to make any decision that requires a
change of one’s current state (status quo bias) [81].

4.2.2 Visualization research
Decision tasks are common when using visualizations. Di-
mara et al. defined a decision task which articulates the
link between decision making and multidimensional data
visualizations named multi-attribute choice task. Several visu-
alization systems exist that are explicitly designed to sup-
port multi-attribute choice tasks [82], [83], [84] or decision
making in general [85], [86], [87]. Visualization researchers
often mention decision biases under uncertainty [9], [10],
[86], [88] but there is very limited empirical work studying
their existence in visualization [89], [90].
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Exceptions include the attraction effect for which Dimara
et al. showed that it also exists in scatterplot visualizations,
and confirmed that even if data is correctly visualized and
understood, the decision may still be irrational [6]. Recent
work [91] showed that visualizations can mitigate the at-
traction effect by allowing users to remove information from
the display that should not affect a rational decision making
process. Zhang et al. [92] further showed that startup com-
panies presented with static tabular visualizations of star
ratings tended to be subject to loss aversion bias.

Another example of a decision bias that was studied in a
visualization context was the identifiable victim effect, where
people are more likely to help a single concretely described
person in need, compared to larger numbers of abstractly
or statistically described people. [93]. In contrast, Boy et al.
[94] found that data graphics that used simiarly concrete
anthropomorphized icons did not increase a user’s empathy
for vulnerable populations. This result shows that it can be
hard to anticipate the results of combining cognitive bias
findings with visualization designs.

Visualizations can also be used to find evidence for a
cognitive bias. An example of such a decision bias was
found in government elections. Several scientific studies had
long investigated the hypothesis that the order of candidates
in the ballot papers can affect the result of the elections,
but they only found inconclusive evidence. Wood et al.
[39] collected data from 5000 candidates of the Greater
London local elections held on the 6th May 2010, analyzed
them using hierarchical spatially arranged visualizations,
and showed that the position1 of candidate names on the
ballot paper indeed influenced the number of votes they
received. Wood et al.’s visual analytic techniques showed
that an alphabetical tabular representation of candidates can
lead to biased election results.

Although decision biases can be critical for visualiza-
tion systems that target decision-support [31], most of the
decision-support visualizations rarely evaluate the quality
of users decisions (e.g., wrt to their consistency with per-
sonal preferences [4] or with rational principles [6]).

4.3 Biases in hypothesis assessment tasks
By hypothesis assessment task, we refer to any task involving
an investigation of whether one or more hypotheses are true
or false. The term “hypothesis” here does not necessarily
refer to a formal statistical hypothesis, but any statement,
informal or formal, that can be either confirmed or discon-
firmed using previous or new knowledge.

The HYPOTHESIS ASSESSMENT category includes
all systematic biases that have been experimentally ob-
served when participants were asked to assess if a statement
is true or false. We identified 11 hypothesis assessment
biases, listed in Table 2.

4.3.1 Psychology research
One of the best known and most impactful biases is the
confirmation bias, according to which people tend to favor

1. The ballot names bias shares some similarities with the serial-
positioning effect [95] where people better recall the first (primacy) and
last (recency) items in a list. However, it is not the same bias as the
ballot task is to choose (a candidate) and not to recall her name. But it is
possible that people chose the candidates who were easier to remember.

evidence that confirm an initial hypotheses while subcon-
sciously ignoring disconfirming evidence [19]. As Nickerson
puts it, “[the bias] appears to be sufficiently strong and pervasive
that one is led to wonder whether the bias, by itself, might
account for a significant fraction of the disputes, altercations, and
misunderstandings that occur among individuals, groups, and
nations.” [96]. Related biases in this category are the illusory
truth effect, according to which people consider a proposition
as true after repeated exposure to it [97]; the congruence bias
where people test if a hypothesis is true without considering
alternative hypotheses [98]; and the illusory correlation bias
when people consider a relationship between variables that
does not exist [99].

Scientists themselves are subject to biases in hypothesis
assessment. For example, according to studies on the ex-
perimenter effect, experimenters can subconsciously influence
participants to behave in a way that confirms their experi-
mental hypotheses [100].

4.3.2 Visualization research
Hypothesis assessment tasks are common in data analy-
sis and reasoning using visualization tools, e.g., exploring
whether trucks have more accidents than regular cars; if the
horsepower of a car is correlated to its weight; or if earth
temperatures are increasing. Keim et al. refer to these type of
high-level tasks as confirmatory analysis [101] and Amar and
Stasko [102] characterize them as confirm hypotheses tasks in
their taxonomy.

Although hypothesis assessment biases have been men-
tioned as critical challenges for information visualiza-
tion [9], [10], we are not aware of any empirical study
that tries to assess them. A natural first step would be
to empirically confirm that hypothesis assessment biases
indeed occur while using visualizations.

To mitigate the confirmation bias in particular, several
strategies have been proposed in the psychology literature.
These include the “analysis of competing hypotheses” and
“evidence marshalling” [103]. These methods respectively
encourage analysts to generate multiple hypotheses and to
carefully record evidence confirming or rejecting each of
them before reaching any conclusion. Some software tools
help users follow those methods [104] by facilitating the
recording and the linking of evidence with hypotheses.
These approaches could likely mitigate other biases in this
category (such as the the congruence bias and the illusory truth
effect), opening new opportunities for research.

As visualization designers, we could consider other pos-
sible design features as possible ways to mitigate hypothesis
assessment biases. For example, we could study if the confir-
mation and other related biases can be reduced by showing
what data has already been examined in our visualizations,
and what has been ignored [5]. Or if they can be reduced
when we suggest or require specific analytic workflows to
be followed in our tools. While we strive to label all displays
clearly, there may be cases where temporarily hiding labels
could reduce hypothesis assessment biases by emulating
a ”blind test” situation. For example, consider an analyst
examining evidence about crime or input statistics based on
ethnicity. If at the initial review of income or crime data,
the visualization displayed simple labels (such as A, B and
C), instead of the actual ethnicity value, it could remove
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possible preconceptions about ethnicity and aid analysts
consider all evidence at their disposal.

Beyond pinpointing opportunities to test for these biases
and to mitigate them in visualizations, we also hope to
increase awareness of the existence of hypothesis assess-
ment biases within our community, since as researchers we
can be prone to them. We hope this awareness will help
visualization researchers adopt themselves methods that
are more robust to these biases. For example, confirmation
bias can be reduced by conducting more risky hypothe-
sis tests [105] (e.g., including tasks that might refute our
hypotheses), while strategies also exist to address experi-
menter effects [106].

4.4 Biases in causal attribution tasks

By causal attribution task, we refer to any task involving
an assessment of causality [107]. In social psychology, the
attribution theory studies how people explain the causes of
behavior and events [107]. For example, when interpreting
an event, people can either attribute the event to external
factors (e.g., John had a car accident because the road was
in bad condition) or to internal ones (e.g., John had a car
accident because he is not a good driver).

The CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION category includes all
systematic biases that have been experimentally observed
when participants were asked to provide explanations of
events or behaviors. We identified 12 causal attribution
biases, listed in Table 2.

4.4.1 Psychology research
Attribution biases have been mostly studied in social psy-
chology, so experimental scenarios typically focus on judg-
ments of human behavior. They reveal people’s tendency to
favor themselves over others in the explanations they give.
For example, the egocentric bias suggests that people tend
to overestimate their contribution when asked to explain
why a joint achievement was successful [108]. Similarly,
the self-serving bias suggests that people tend to attribute
success to their own abilities and efforts, but ascribe failure
to external factors [109]. For example, a student can attribute
a good exam grade to their own effort, but a poor one to
external factors such as the poor quality of their teacher or
the unfair questions in the exam. When it comes to failures,
according to the actor-observer bias, people tend to attribute
their own to situational factors, but attribute the failures
of others to personality weaknesses [110]. For example,
they are more likely to attribute a car accident they had
to bad road conditions or other drivers, but attribute the car
accidents of others to their poor driving skills. People also
tend sometimes to attribute others’ ambiguous behavior to
intentionally negative reasons, e.g., I see my peers laugh,
they may be laughing about me [111] (hostile attribution bias).

Attribution biases occur not only when people unfairly
evaluate their actions against those of others, but also the
actions of members of their group (in-group members) to
people outside it (out-group members). For example, in the
ultimate attribution error, when Hindu and Muslim partic-
ipants were asked to explain undesirable acts performed
by Hindus or Muslims, Hindus attributed external causes
to the acts of fellow Hindus, but internal causes (e.g.,

related to personality) for undesirable acts committed by
Muslims, and vice versa [112]. When judging the actions
of out-group members, people also tend to overgeneralize
individual behaviors For example, in the group attribution
error people tend to generalize decisions made by a group
to individual people (e.g., the action of a whole nation is
also the preference of an individual citizen) [113].

4.4.2 Visualization research
Causal attribution tasks can also be common when using
visualizations. Such tasks are explicitly identified by Amar
and Stasko [102] as formulate cause and effect tasks in their
taxonomy. In principle, any analytic task can involve causal
attribution when users try to explain why a phenomenon
occurs while exploring their data, like trying to explain
peaks or outliers. For example, there are tasks when an
analyst is trying to determine ”Why are there more mass
killings in the US than other countries?” or ”What caused
the recent decrease in road fatalities in France?”.

Data analytic activities include describing patterns in
data, but can also include prescribing decisive steps based
on those patterns, often relying on the user’s internal causal
model of what factors affect what outcomes in the data.
Some visual tools exist already to help conduct such analysis
(e.g., the cause and effect analysis diagrams [114]), but
further study of their effectiveness is needed.

Although causal attribution biases have not been the
subject of substantial work in visualization, the area is
potentially ripe for research. Past studies have identified
situations where analysts reached wrong causal conclusions
based on the existence of correlations. For example, when
it was observed that hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
patients also had a lower-than-average incidence of coro-
nary heart disease, doctors proposed that HRT protected
against hear disease; a later analysis indicated that it was
more likely that because HRT patients came from higher
socio-economic groups they followed better-than-average
diet and exercise regimens [115]. It might be fruitful to
study visualization designs that might minimize false causal
attributions when correlations are present.

Another possible research direction comes from anec-
dotal data that dashboard users are more likely to make
unwarranted causal claims from visualized data. Upon see-
ing a graph showing that drivers using a new GPS system
get in more accidents (1 percent per year) compared to
users of older systems (2 percent per year), viewers are
anecdotally more likely to incorrectly posit that the new GPS
device leads to more accidents [116]. To draw the correct
conclusions, viewers have to consider pre-existing driver
behavior. In this case, most safe drivers had not used the
new system. It was mostly risk-taking drivers (that tend to
have more accidents anyway) that had decided to use the
new GPS system, thus inflating the number of accidents for
the new system. In fact, the new system improved safety
for both driver categories when considered separately. It
is important to collect empirical data to demonstrate the
existence of this types of potentially critical errors that stem
from the choice of data combinations to visualize.

As we saw in the previous section, another side effect
of faulty causal attribution is that people can not properly
monitor the result of a joint action (for example neglecting
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or undervaluing the contributions of others. Effective col-
laboration though can be essential in visual data analysis,
for example when multiple investigators are monitoring
different suspicious individuals as a dangerous situation
evolves in real time. It would be interesting to investigate if
adding visualizations that demonstrate colleagues activity
can promote a more balanced appreciation of others’ work.

4.5 Biases in recall tasks

The RECALL category includes all systematic biases that
have been experimentally observed when participants were
asked to recall or recognize previous material. We identified
39 recall biases, listed in Table 2.

4.5.1 Psychology research
Memories are not copies of past experiences, but are instead
reconstructed at the time of recall [23].

This means that post-event information can change a re-
membered event, known as misinformation effect [117]. More
generally, people tend to better recall visual representations
over words [118], auditory information over visual infor-
mation [119], self-generated content over read content [120],
pleasant over unpleasant emotions [121], interrupted tasks
over completed ones [122], humorous [123] or bizarre items
[124], and information that took more work to comprehend
[125] or easy to find through a search engine (known as
the Google effect) [126]. People can also mistake the ideas of
others as original thoughts, [127], which can be an unin-
tentional cause of plagiarism. Conversely, people consider
some imaginary events as real [128], a phenomenon often
observed in criminal witness interviews after misleading
suggestions [129].

4.5.2 Visualization research
In theory, using visualizations should help a viewer over-
come limited (and biased) memory recall processes, by
supplementing memory with unbiased views of all relevant
information. But in complex datasets, not all information
could be displayed, and even if it could, it could not be all be
processed by the viewer. In addition, the viewer would still
rely on a limited and biased memory system to link viewed
data points with examples, context, and emotions. So visu-
alizations have the ability to decrease, but not to eliminate,
biased recall processes. One solution to this problem may
be annotation systems that guide an observer to record
observations and judgments for subsets of viewed data, but
then later organize and provide automated comparisons of
the user’s preferences.

Some properties of visualizations can make them more
memorable. Including real-world images or objects or mak-
ing visualizations distinct from others can lead participants
to better recall that they saw those visualizations (e.g.,
[130]). Some work is beginning to additionally show that
memory can be improved for the data patterns depicted
in visualizations. Converting a traditional bar graph to a
stack of iconic pictures of objects (e.g., depicting a number
of baseball games as a stack of baseballs) can improve short-
term memory for depicted information [131]. Linking data
patterns to real-world objects (e.g., noting that an uptick in
global temperatures looks like a hockey stick) can improve

long-memory for those patterns, when testing weeks later
[132]. An automated system that gives suggestions for data
shape mnemonics could bolster limited human memory.

4.6 Biases in opinion reporting tasks
The OPINION REPORTING category includes all sys-
tematic biases that have been experimentally observed
when participants were asked to answer questions regard-
ing their beliefs or opinions on political, moral, or social
issues. We identified 21 opinion reporting biases, listed in
Table 2.

Even though participants’ opinions can play a role in
much of the other bias categories, in the OPINION RE-
PORTING category the task is to explicitly report this
opinion (e.g., Americans are smart). In contrast, in the
CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION category, the task is to explain
a phenomenon (e.g, the US enjoys economic growth be-
cause Americans are smart). In the HYPOTHESIS ASSESS-
MENT category the goal is to investigate if a statement
is true or false (e.g., according to these data, i.e., US IQ
scores, articles, facts, are Americans smart or not?). In the
ESTIMATION category, the goal is to assess a quantity or
predict an outcome (e.g., the US will likely grow, because
Americans are smart). OPINION REPORTING biases dif-
fer from other categories, as people who have certain beliefs
will not necessarily reason or predict the future based on
these beliefs.

4.6.1 Psychology research
According to the bandwagon effect, people’s reported beliefs
on issues such as abortion can change according to the ma-
jority opinion [133]. Yet, people tend to believe that others
are more biased (naive cynicism) [134] and more affected by
mass media propaganda (third-person effect) [135], compared
to themselves. People also tend to generalize some char-
acteristics from a member of a group (e.g., race, ethnicity,
gender, age) to the entire group, often ignoring conflicting
evidence (stereotyping) [136]. Finally, people tend to assign
moral blame depending on outcomes, not on actions (moral
luck) – for example, not wearing a seatbelt is seen as more
particularly irresponsible if an accident happens [137].

4.6.2 Visualization research
The OPINION REPORTING category is inherently linked
to people’s attitudes, moral beliefs and behavior, rather than
biases observed in more general analytical tasks, and may be
less useful to visualization researchers. However, similarly
to all other bias categories, the possible connection of such
errors to visualization systems is an unexplored topic, in
particular when it comes to bias alleviation.

4.7 Other tasks
The last OTHER category includes all systematic biases
that have been experimentally observed without being tied
to any of the tasks discussed previously. We identified 5
other task biases, listed in Table 2.

Several biases in this category involve observing behav-
ior rather than assessing responses. For example, according
to the unit bias, people tend to eat more food in bigger con-
tainers [138]. Another example is the tendency of investors
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to monitor their portfolios less frequently when they show
negative information [139] (the ostrich effect). People also
tend to develop more risky behavior once their perceived
safety increases, e.g., to drive faster with a car with better
airbags [140] (risk compensation).

Although these biases are not tied to a specific large
category of tasks, they may be relevant for visualization
design. For example, the unit bias might be relevant for
visual judgments of quantity, e.g. increased white space
around a collection of scatterplot points, due to axis scaling
choices, might affect judgments of how many data points
are present. The ostrich effect would be relevant for any
data or analysis display where people might downplay or
ignore information that the viewer would consider nega-
tive, and suggests that automated systems could highlight
this information to counteract the bias. Biases similar to
risk compensation might arise when a viewer is considering
how to set thresholds for data values to appear in a view,
and changing that threshold based on new, but irrelevant,
information about other parameters.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Benefits of a task-based approach
The proposed taxonomy is organized by task, as opposed to
previous efforts that were based on often untested, hard to
grasp and even conflicted explanations of why a cognitive
bias occurs. We believe that this organization will make it
easier for visualization researchers to find out which biases
may be relevant to their system or research area. It assumes
that a task analysis has been performed (which is a standard
user interface design practice), rather than requiring visual-
ization researchers to guess which inner cognitive processes
users may have to follow.

Moreover, this new task-based classification of cognitive
biases may reveal new patterns by presenting biases from a
different angle. For example, similarities between tasks may
reveal biases with the same root.

Finally, our taxonomy preserves the pointers to the orig-
inal experiments, which may help visualization researchers
conduct new evaluations using methodologies that are well-
established in other fields.

It is likely that additional biases will be identified and
the list of biases will have to be further expanded. To
our knowledge, this taxonomy is by far the largest in the
literature and includes biases studied in different research
domains (e.g., psychology, consumer research, sociology).

5.2 Visualization tasks
We derived our categories of biases from an analysis of
experimental tasks used to detect those biases. These cat-
egories therefore capture tasks that do not necessarily align
with visualization tasks that are described in visualization
taxonomies (e.g., look-up, explore, identify, compare [44])
and used in empirical visualization work [141], [142]. Such
tasks tend to be lower-level but can be building blocks to
many of the higher-level tasks in our taxonomy (e.g., iden-
tifying and comparing options before making a DECISION
). However, as seen in our categories, some of our tasks
are indeed shared with visualization taxonomies, such as
hypothesis assessment or cause and effect formulation [102].

Nevertheless, all tasks we identified are highly rele-
vant to the goals of visualization systems and studies.
For example, users of decision-support systems often have
to make choices (e.g., multi-attribute choices [4]), and the
DECISION category reveals the biases that are likely
to be a factor when users perform such tasks. Similarly,
visualization researchers interested in the memorability of
visualization designs [130], [143] can focus on RECALL
biases. Researchers who study confirmatory analysis tasks
[101] could start with the HYPOTHESIS ASSESSMENT
category and researchers working on uncertainty visualiza-
tion [9] may want to focus on the ESTIMATION category.

5.3 Opportunities for future research

There are so few studies of cognitive biases in visualization
that the topic offers many opportunities for future visual-
ization research. Researchers can draw from the rich set of
cognitive biases provided in Table 2 by choosing a bias, test-
ing whether the bias persists when standard visualizations
are provided, and if so, investigate whether the bias can be
alleviated by using improved designs [91].

Previous visualization research provides examples of
methodological approaches for studying cognitive biases in
an information visualization context and sometimes discuss
pitfalls. For example, Micallef et al. [59] suggest that when
an experiment includes a task whose answer can be calcu-
lated numerically, it is recommended to i) use a continuous
error metric rather than a dichotomous “correct/incorrect”
metric, and ii) include conditions where no numeral is
provided, in order to force participants to derive the answer
from the provided visualization. Another pitfall consists of
not presenting the same information in all conditions [60]:
in order to demonstrate that a visualization can alleviate a
cognitive bias, it is crucial to ascertain that the improvement
over the baseline is due to the visualization itself, and not
differences in the information presented.

Studying cognitive biases in an information visualization
context also provides opportunities to extend methods and
results from psychology. For example, the attraction effect
was a decision bias that was only defined with three alter-
natives in numerical tables. In a visualization study, Dimara
et al. [6] extended the definition of the attraction effect to
more than three alternatives and proposed a procedure for
constructing a stimuli dataset.

The psychology literature often suggests ways a bias
could be alleviated, and some of the strategies may be
applied to visualization experiments [91]. Since alleviation
strategies are bias-specific [91], it is impossible to cover them
all in this article. As previous work has illustrated [26], [67],
[91], each bias needs its own survey of the literature. We
hope our taxonomy will facilitate such surveys by providing
references as starting points.

5.4 Limitations

154 biases is a lot, but it is likely that more will be dis-
covered. While all biases are listed and classified in table
Table 2 the paper itself could only discuss a subset of the
biases. We focused our discussion on the biases that we felt
were most important to visualization, most well-established
in psychology, and most reflected a rationality violation.
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Furthermore, each bias was assigned a single category.
Our methodology for creating the taxonomy leaves open the
possibility that the same cognitive bias exists in more than
one task type, across different studies. Even though most
academic studies tend to consistently replicate the same
tasks, this concern is indeed a possibility, but not necessarily
a limitation. The assumption behind the classification of our
taxonomy is that different user tasks should be approached
differently by researchers. A good example of such a case
where the same bias has been observed in two different
tasks exists in the literature on the attraction effect. The
attraction effect has been massively replicated as a decision
task among three commercial products. Some papers exist
that tested the attraction effect in visual judgments tasks,
such as identifying which of the two rectangles is bigger
[144] or finding similarities in circle and line pairs [145].
Even though these cases appear similar to the attraction
effect and likely have similar roots, it is best if they are
approached as perceptual biases, since people mainly fail
to encode the visual property of an object.

Also, the initial coding and sorting was conducted by
a single person. This was mitigated by having multiple
reviews and an iterative process involving all five authors.
To keep the number of overall citations manageable, the
search of the representative paper stopped at the first that
satisfied the source eligibility requirements and was not
exhaustive. Our taxonomy is a starting point, but to study a
specific bias in depth requires a separate literature review.

Finally, a cognitive bias assumes by definition a “devia-
tion from reality”, a notion that is complex and controver-
sial. We still do not have a definitive proof that the known
cognitive biases actually reflect irrationality. Therefore, In-
foVis researchers should attempt to verify in their studies
that erroneous responses really reflect irrationality, and not
some optimal strategy based on alternative interpretations
of the task. We also encourage visualization researchers to
remain updated about the current debates in cognitive bias
research surrounding the concept of irrationality.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper classified 154 cognitive biases, cases where peo-
ple systematically and involuntarily deviate from what is
expected to be a rational “reality”. For example, their deci-
sions are often influenced by reasons irrelevant to the objec-
tive qualities of the decision alternatives. Our classification
is task-based (when the bias occurs), rather than explanatory
(why it occurs), to help visualization researchers identify
possible bias that could affect their visualization tasks.

Cognitive biases are often mentioned as important in
the visualization literature [9]. Some works indeed discuss
cognitive biases in the context of visualizations [59], [94], but
they do not provide evidence of detecting or of alleviating
the bias when using visualizations. In our review we only
found one empirical study [91] that alleviates a cognitive
bias using visualization designs. More generally, it seems
that there are very few visualization studies (e.g., [6]) that
even provide evidence for the existence of cognitive biases
in visualizations. We believe this space provides ample
opportunities for research in visualization, and we hope the
directions we suggest in the different bias categories will
inspire future work.
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Baseline

Inertia

Outcome

Self-perspective

Fig. 2: Our taxonomy organized by the flavors discussed in
section 3.4. Each dot is a cognitive bias. Colors encode task-
category (ESTIMATION , DECISION , HYPOTHESIS
ASSESSMENT , CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION , RECALL

, OPINION REPORTING , and OTHER ).

TABLE 1: Color legend of the relation of each cognitive bias
to visualization research

#8 Evidence for the alleviation of the cognitive bias in visualization
#7 Evidence for the existence of the cognitive bias in visualization
#6 Studied in visualization, but no clear evidence of existence or alleviation
#5 Discussed in visualization research as important, but not yet studied
#4 Not discussed in visualization but likely relevant
#3 Probably relevant to visualization
#2 Potentially relevant to visualization
#1 Relevance to visualization currently unclear
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TABLE 2: Our taxonomy of cognitive biases classified by the tasks: ESTIMATION , DECISION , HYPOTHESIS
ASSESSMENT , CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION , RECALL , OPINION REPORTING , and OTHER . The first
column shows the task category color of each bias. The column “Flavor” describes the phenomenon behind the bias
(discussed in Sec. 3.4). The column “Cognitive bias” shows the name of each bias. The column “Ref” is a representative
peer-reviewed paper for each bias ( described in Sec. 3.2). The column “Relevance to InfoVis” indicates whether each
cognitive bias has been examined in information visualization research and reports the reference of the paper (discussed
in Sec. 4 ). The color coding of the “Relevance to InfoVis” column is explained in detail in legend Table 1

# Flavor Cognitive bias Ref Relevance to InfoVis Short description

TASK: ESTIMATION
1

Association

Availability bias [52] #5 [26], [146] Events more probable if easy to remember
2 Conjunction fallacy [47] #5 [9] Specific outcomes more probable than general
3 Empathy gap [147] #1 Estimations affected by not recognizing the role of current emotional state
4 Time-saving bias [148] #4 Overestimate time saved when increasing speed
5

Baseline

Anchoring effect [50] #7 [7], [64] Estimation affected by first piece of information
6 Base rate fallacy [46] #6 [59], [60] Ignore base rate probability of general population
7 Dunning-Kruger effect [57] #5 [149] Low-ability people overestimate their performance (opposite for high-ability)
8 Gambler’s fallacy [17] #4 Current outcome that is more frequent will be less frequent in future
9 Hard-easy effect [56] #3 Overconfidence for hard tasks, underconfidence for easy
10 Hot-hand fallacy [150] #5 [146] Current outcome that is more frequent will be more frequent in future
11 Insensitivity to sample size [17] #5 [9], [10] Estimate probability ignoring sample size
12 Regressive bias [151] #4 Overestimate high probabilities, underestimate low ones
13 Subadditivity effect [152] #4 Overall probability less than the probabilities of the parts
14 Weber-Fechner law [42] #6 [153] Failure to perceive small differences in large quantities
15 Inertia Conservatism [48] #7 [92] New information insufficiently updates probability estimates
16

Outcome

Exaggerated expectation [154] #4 Exaggerating evidence to fit a conclusion
17 Illusion of validity [17] #5 [9] Overconfidence in judgment based on intuition and anecdotes
18 Impact bias [155] #1 Predict future emotional reactions as more intense
19 Outcome bias [156] #2 Evaluate decision maker only by choice outcome
20 Planning fallacy [53] #5 [67] Overoptimistic task completion predictions, especially for self
21 Restraint bias [157] #1 Overestimate of ability to resist temptation
22 Sexual overperception bias [158] #1 Over or underestimate of romantic interest from others
23

Self-perspective

Curse of knowledge [66] #7 [65] Experts assume that novices have same knowledge
24 Extrinsic incentives bias [159] #1 Others have extrinsic motivations (e.g.money), self are intrinsic (e.g.learning)
25 False consensus effect [160] #2 Overestimate the agreement of others with own opinions
26 Illusion of control [161] #3 Overestimation of one’s influence on an external event
27 Illusion of transparency [162] #1 Overestimate insight of others into own mental state, and vice versa
28 Naive cynicism [134] #2 Predict that the others will be more egocentrically biased
29 Optimism bias [51] #4 Positive outcomes more probable for oneself than others
30 Out-group homogeneity bias [163] #4 Estimate out-group will be more homogenous than in-group members
31 Pessimism bias [164] #4 Positive outcomes less probable for oneself than others
32 Spotlight effect [165] #1 Overestimate probability that people notice one’s appearance/behavior
33 Worse-than-average effect [166] #3 Underestimate own achievements relative to others in difficult tasks

TASK: DECISION
34

Association

Ambiguity effect [72] #4 Choices affected by their association with unknown outcomes
35 Authority bias [167] #1 Choices affected by their association with authority
36 Automation bias [168] #5 [169] Choices affected by their association with an automated system
37 Framing effect [18] #5 [9], [10] Choices affected by whether alternatives are presented as gains or losses
38 Hyperbolic discounting [78] #4 Choices affected by small short-term rewards
39 Identifiable victim effect [93] #6 [94] Donation choices affected by whether victims are identifiable
40 Loss aversion [74] #7 [88], [92] Choices affected by whether alternatives are gains or losses
41 Neglect of probability [170] #4 Choices affected by disregard of probability
42 Pseudocertainty effect [171] #5 [9] Choices affected by whether some alternatives are framed as certain
43 Zero-risk bias [73] #4 Choices affected by alternatives with complete risk elimination
44

Baseline

Attraction effect [75] #8 [6], [91] Choices affected by irrelevant dominated alternatives
45 Ballot names bias [39] #6 [39] Voting choices affected by the order of candidate names
46 Cheerleader effect [172] #1 Choices affected by whether people are in a group
47 Compromise effect [41] #5 [6] Choices affected if presented as extreme or average alternatives
48 Denomination effect [173] #4 Choices affected by whether the total amount comes for smaller currency bills
49 Disposition effect [174] #4 Selling choices affected by initial and not current value
50 Distinction bias [175] #4 Choices affected by how many are the alternatives
51 Less is better effect [76] #4 Choices affected if presented separately or juxtaposed
52 Money illusion [176] #4 Choices affected by nominal monetary values
53 Phantom effect [40] #4 Choices affected by dominant but unavailable alternatives
54

Inertia

Endowment effect [80] #4 Choices affected by ownership of alternatives
55 Escalation of commitment [177] #4 Choices affected by continued commitment to suboptimal outcome
56 Functional fixedness [178] #4 Choices of object use affected by the traditional way of use
57 Mere-exposure effect [77] #7 [10], [179], [180] Choices affected by familiarity (repeated exposure)
58 Semmelweis reflex [181] #3 Choices of medical practices affected by former established norms
59 Shared information bias [182] #4 Group choices affected by sharing only known information
60 Status quo bias [81] #5 [183] Choices affected by the urge to avoid a change, even when better expected value
61 Well traveled road effect [184] #4 Travel route choices affected by road familiarity
62 Outcome Reactance [185] #4 Choices affected by the urge to do the opposite of what someone wants you to do
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# Flavor Cognitive bias Ref Relevance to InfoVis Short description
63

Self-perspective

IKEA effect [79] #5 [186] Choices affected by whether alternatives involved self-effort
64 Not invented here [187] #4 Choices affected by alternatives of origin external to an organization
65 Reactive devaluation [188] #4 Choices affected by whether alternatives allegedly originated with an antagonist
66 Social comparison bias [189] #1 Hiring choices affected by own competences

TASK: HYPOTHESIS ASSESSMENT
67 Association Illusory truth effect [97] #4 Statement considered true after repeated exposure to it
68 Rhyme as reason effect [190] #1 Statement more likely true if it rhymes
69

Outcome

Barnum effect [191] #2 High accuracy ratings for vague and general statements
70 Belief bias [192] #3 Hypothesis true if conclusion is believable
71 Clustering illusion [193] #5 [10], [149] Seeing patterns in noise, e.g. clusters in a dot field
72 Confirmation bias [19] #5 [10] Favor reasoning or information that confirms preferred hypothesis
73 Congruence bias [98] #4 Seeking confirmation of preferred hypothesis, but not for alternatives
74 Experimenter effect [100] #3 Subconsciously influence study participants to confirm a hypothesis
75 Illusory correlation [99] #5 [9] Perceived relationship between variables that does not exist
76 Information bias [194] #4 Seek additional information irrelevant to a hypothesis or action
77 Pareidolia [195] #4 Seeing faces in noise, e.g. in your toast

TASK: CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION
78

Outcome

Group attribution error [113] #2 Group traits extrapolated to an individual member
79 Hostile attribution bias [111] #1 Ambiguous intents read as hostile
80 Illusion of external agency [196] #2 Positive outcomes attributed to mysterious external agents
81 Just-world hypothesis [197] #2 What goes around comes around
82 System justification [198] #3 Inertial bias for unfair systems (e.g. slavery)
83

Self-perspective

Actor-observer asymmetry [110] #3 Failures of others due to behavior or personality, own failures due to situation
84 Defensive attribution hypothesis [199] #1 Failure or mishap of others judged by own similarity with the actor
85 Egocentric bias [108] #3 Own contribution overestimated
86 Fundamental attribution error [200] #1 Failures of others due to behavior or personality, own failures due to situation
87 In-group favoritism [201] #1 Success and positive traits for ingroup members over outgroup
88 Self-serving bias [109] #2 Own achievement attributed to behavior or personality, failures to situation
89 Ultimate attribution error [112] #3 Failures of outgroup due to behavior or personality, ingroup failures due to situation

TASK: RECALL
90

Association

Childhood amnesia [202] #1 Harder to recall event details before certain age
91 Cryptomnesia [127] #3 Memory mistaken for imagination, inspiration (e.g. unintentional plagiarism)
92 Cue-dependent forgetting [203] #4 Failure to recall information without memory cues
93 Digital amnesia [126] #3 Less likely to remember easily searchable information
94 Duration neglect [204] #2 Recall unpleasant experiences according to intensity, ignoring duration
95 Fading affect bias [121] #1 Emotion of unpleasant events fades, but pleasant does not
96 False memory [205] #1 Imagination mistaken for a memory
97 Humor effect [123] #3 Easier to recall humorous items
98 Leveling and sharpening [206] #4 Recall sharpens some features, weakens others
99 Levels-of-processing effect [125] #4 Easier to recall result of deep level analysis
100 Misinformation effect [207] #3 Recall colored by new information
101 Modality effect [208] #4 Easier to recall items presented auditorily than visually
102 Mood-congruent memory [209] #1 Recall biased toward mood-congruent memories
103 Next-in-line effect [210] #2 Failure to recall words of previous speaker in turns speaking
104 Part-list cueing effect [211] #4 Harder to recall material after reexposure to subset
105 Picture superiority effect [118] #4 Easier to recall images (symbolic representations) than words
106 Positivity effect [212] #1 Easier to recall positive events than negative
107 Processing difficulty effect [213] #4 Easier to recall information which was hard to comprehend
108 Reminiscence bump [214] #1 Easier to recall events from adolescence and early adulthood
109 Source confusion [215] #2 Memory distorted after hearing people speak about a situation
110 Spacing effect [216] #3 Easier to recall information from spaced than massed exposures
111 Suffix effect [217] #2 Recency effect diminished by an irrelevant sound at list end
112 Suggestibility [129] #1 Ideas suggested by a questioner mistaken for memory
113 Telescoping effect [218] #3 Temporal displacement of an event
114 Testing effect [219] #3 Recall tests lead to better memory than recognition tests
115 Tip of the tongue phenomenon [220] #1 Recall parts of an item but not the whole
116 Verbatim effect [221] #1 Easier to recall gist than verbatim wording
117 Zeigarnik effect [122] #1 Easier to recall interrupted tasks than completed
118

Baseline

Bizarreness effect [222] #4 Easier to recall bizarre items
119 List-length effect [223] #4 Harder to recall items from longer lists
120 Serial-positioning effect [95] #4 Best recall first (primacy) and last (recency) items in a series
121 Von Restorff effect [224] #4 Distinct items are better remembered
122 Inertia Continued influence effect [49] #5 [5] Recall only first information even after correction
123

Outcome
Choice-supportive bias [225] #2 Recall past choices as better than they were

124 Hindsight bias [226] #5 [9] Recall past predictions as more accurate after seeing the outcome
125 Rosy retrospection [227] #1 Remember past overly positively
126

Self-perspective
Cross-race effect [228] #1 More difficultly distinguishing people of outgroup race

127 Self-generation effect [229] #4 Self-generated content is easier to recall than if simply read
128 Self-reference effect [230] #1 Easier to recall self-related information

TASK: OPINION REPORTING
129

Association
Halo effect [231] #2 Personality trait ascription affected by overall attractiveness

130 Moral credential effect [232] #1 Non-prejudice credentials allow prejudicial statements
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# Flavor Cognitive bias Ref Relevance to InfoVis Short description
131 Negativity bias [233] #3 Social judgments affected more by negative than positive information
132 Baseline Focusing effect [234] #4 Beliefs based on the most pronounced part of given information
133 Inertia Backfire effect [235] #3 Prior beliefs stronger when correction attempted
134 Omission bias [236] #3 Moral blame affected by whether the harm was due to inaction
135

Outcome

Bandwagon effect [133] #2 Beliefs affected by opinions of others
136 Moral luck [137] #1 Moral blame depends on event outcome, not just intent and action
137 Social desirability bias [237] #2 Respond in questionnaires in a socially approved manner
138 Stereotyping [136] #3 Assuming characteristics of group member
139 Women are wonderful effect [238] #1 Associate more positive characteristics to women
140

Self-perspective

Anthropocentric thinking [239] #1 Humans are the center of the universe
141 Anthropomorphism [240] #5 [94] Humans as analogical base for reasoning about non-human life and processes
142 Ben Franklin effect [241] #1 Opinion of others is affected by one’s behavior towards them
143 Bias blind spot [242] #2 Belief that biases are more prevalent in others than oneself
144 Illusion of asymmetric insight [243] #1 Belief that one knows more about others than others know about oneself
145 Illusory superiority [244] #2 Personality traits favorable to oneself over others
146 Naive realism [245] #1 Belief we experience objects in our world objectively
147 Third-person effect [135] #2 Others more vulnerable to mass media messages than oneself
148 Trait ascription bias [246] #2 Own traits are variable, others are predictable
149 Zero-sum bias [247] #1 Belief that one’s gain is another one’s loss

TASK: OTHER
150 Association Attentional bias [248] #3 People extract or process information in a weighted manner
151

Baseline
Risk compensation [140] #3 Risk tolerance based on constant risk, not minimization

152 Surrogation [249] #3 Metrics or models overtake what they were constructed to measure
153 Unit bias [138] #1 People eat more food from bigger containers
154 Outcome Ostrich effect [139] #4 Avoiding negative information
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TABLE 3: Alternative names for cognitive biases

Bias Synonym / Similar Biases

Actor-observer asymmetry Actor-observer bias
Anchoring e t Focalism or Anchoring
Anthropomorphism Personification
Attraction e t Decoy e t or Asymmetric dominance e
Availability bias Availability heuristic
Base rate fallacy Base rate neglect or Base rate bias

or Extension neglect
Childhood amnesia Infantile amnesia
Choice-supportive bias Post-purchase rationalization
Clustering illusion Texas sharpshooter fallacy
Confirmation bias Confirmatory bias or Myside bias

or Semmelweis reflex
Conjunction fallacy Linda problem
Conservatism Belief revision
Cross-race e t Cross-race bias or Other-race bias

or Own-race bias
Cryptomnesia Inadvertent plagiarism
Cue-dependent forgetting Context e t or Retrieval failure
Digital amnesia Google e
Duration neglect Extension neglect or Peak-end rule
Hard-easy e t Discriminability e t or Difficulty e
Hyperbolic discounting Dynamic inconsistency
Empathy gap Projection bias
Endowment e t Divestiture aversion or Mere ownership e
Escalation of commitment Irrational escalation of commitment or Commitment bias or Sunk cost fallacy
Experimenter e t Experimenter-expectancy e t or Observer-expectancy e

or Experimenter’s bias or Expectancy bias or Subject-expectancy e
Fading a t bias FAD
Focusing e t Focusing illusion
Barnum e t Forer e t or Subjective validation or Acceptance phenomenon

or Personal validation
Fundamental attribution error Correspondence bias or Attribution e
Gambler’s fallacy Monte Carlo fallacy or Fallacy of the maturity of chances
Illusory truth e t Truth e t or Illusion-of-truth e t or Reiteration e t or Validity e

or Frequency-validity relationship or Availability cascade
Illusory superiority Above-average e t or Superiority bias or Leniency error

or Sense of relative superiority or Primus inter pares e
or Lake Wobegon e

Impact bias Durability bias
In-group favoritism In-group bias or In-group/out-group bias or Intergroup bias
Hindsight bias Knew-it-all-along e t or Creeping determinism
Hostile attribution bias Hostile attribution o
Hot-hand fallacy Hot hand phenomenon or Hot hand

noitacfiitsujtroffEtceffeAEKI
remmahnedloGrolevags’wolsaMrotceffegnicapStceffegaL

Mere exposure e t Familiarity principle
Money illusion Price illusion
Negativity bias Negativity e
Not invented here NIH
Optimism bias Unrealistic optimism or Comparative optimism
Pessimism bias Pessimistic bias
Rhyme-as-reason e t Eaton-Rosen phenomenon
Risk compensation Peltzman e
Self-generation e t Generation e
Self-reference e t Self-relevance e
Serial position e t Recency e t or Primacy e
Survivorship bias Survival bias
Telescoping e t Telescoping bias
Testing e t Retrieval practice or Practice testing or Test-enhanced learning

fowaLs’nosnikraPytilaivirT
Von Restor e t Isolation e
Weber-Fechner law Weber’s law or Fechner’s law
Worse-than-average e t Below-average e
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